Mustang 500

The Ford Mustang Shelby GT boasts horses of supercharged-V-8 mayhem, but it also
possesses the athleticism of smaller and lighter sports cars. Those accolades make it the most
powerful production car Ford has ever built as well as the most immersive Mustang we've ever
driven, which is why it's on our Editors' Choice list. At the center of the excitement is the
Shelby's supercharged 5. A manual transmission isn't available, but the seven-speed
dual-clutch automatic operates damn near telepathically. The rear-drive-only coupe also
accelerates so tenaciously that it should include a warranty on underwear. The GT feels equally
thrilling when running down more exotic metal on a racetrack. Sure, it has terrible fuel economy
and costs a lot for a Mustangâ€”especially with the exorbitantly priced Carbon Fiber Track
packageâ€”but the Shelby GT is a magnificent muscle car and a phenomenal sports car. The
Shelby GT isn't only the most powerful Mustangâ€”it's also the most expensive. Even without
all that hardware, we're still extremely impressed with the GT, so we'd recommend only a few
options. The Handling package allows front suspension adjustments and adds improved aero
with splitter wickers and a Gurney flap. The available Recaro front seats don't have power
adjustments or heated and cooled cushions, but they better match the car's personality and are
comfortable and supportive. Likewise, the exposed carbon-fiber instrument panel trim enhances
the Shelby's cabin quality. The most powerful engine ever stuffed into a Ford production car
lurks behind the Shelby GT's menacing mug. Aptly called Predator, the motor is a supercharged
5. That prodigious power twists the rear wheels through a clairvoyant seven-speed dual-clutch
automatic transmission sorry, the mightiest Mustang isn't offered with a manual transmission.
We've tested a GT with its standard summer tires as well as the ultra-sticky rubber offered with
the Carbon Fiber Track package, which includes inch carbon-fiber wheels. While during testing
the Shelby's base wheel-and-tire setup actually provided better acceleration hitting 60 mph in 3.
Even when the ultimate Mustang isn't blasting down drag strips or terrorizing six-figure sports
cars at the track, it makes daily driving extra exciting with its soil-your-shorts acceleration and
surprisingly agile handling, considering its two-ton curb weight. Despite its racy demeanor, the
GT's standard adaptive dampers provide a merciful ride quality, too. The Shelby GT's hp V-8 is
the antithesis of fuel efficiency. The government estimates that it'll earn a measly 12 mpg city
and 18 mpg highway. The GT did average 20 mpg on our mph highway fuel-economy test, part
of our extensive testing regimen. The Shelby Mustang's interior is very similar to that of its
mainstream counterpart. Although they share a design and have comparable passenger and
cargo space, the GT offers options such as carbon-fiber instrument panel trim and
more-aggressive, Shelby-specific Recaro front buckets along with a roster of desirable standard
features. The latter includes a configurable Shoppers who prefer a more supportive pair of front
buckets, albeit without the aforementioned functions, can opt for leather-trimmed Recaros. The
Shelby's standard aluminum dashboard trim can also be swapped for a piece made of exposed
carbon fiber. Those looking to save extra weight can delete the rear seats, but that requires the
extremely expensive Carbon Fiber Track package. Along with steering-wheel control and voice
commands, the stereo's volume and tuning functions can be controlled with physical knobs.
Thanks, Ford. Unless you count a powerful braking system and launch control as important
driver-assistance technology , the mightiest Mustang offers a very short list of assists. The lone
key safety feature is:. Ford's limited and powertrain warranties are the definition of average, but
they align with the periods offered by and Dodge and Chevrolet. However, in this group, only
the bow-tie brand offers complimentary maintenance. More Features and Specs. New Cars.
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Below. It is a turn key race car not designed for public roads. Each is built to order by Ford
Racing. It has top speed of The car was based on the SVT Cobra, but did have some changes
compared to the base car. The slightly larger than stock cc engine was modified by a variable
intake head, later available as an aftermarket part called the FR cylinder head. The exhaust was
a special exhaust which kept the 2. The mufflers had flaps, which opened under high pressure,
thus making the exhaust more free flowing. The exhaust was also later sold as an aftermarket
part by Ford Racing as the MM58 kit. Altogether, the engine modifications resulted in a
horsepower increase to from the stock in the Cobra engine. The FR concept came with a
six-speed Tremec T56 transmission as compared to the standard T45 5 speed. Also, the
wheelbase of the car was 5 inches larger than standard, which was due to the fact that the front
axle had been moved forward by 5 inches. The car also had 14" Brembo brake discs with 4
piston calipers at the front end, Lincoln LS calipers with 13" rotors on the rear, and sported the
so-called FR 18" wheels, which also became available as an addon later. The FR had a special
carbon fiber hood and front fascia. Instead, the air for cooling and the engine was taken from
under the bumper. The car also came with special C-pillar covers, giving a sleeker appearance
and changing the shape of the rear windows, close to the shape that was later resurrected for

the Bullit Mustang. The longer wheelbase also mandated special carbon fiber fenders. Finally,
as an aerodynamic touch, the side scoops were shaved. Powered by a 5. It includes a Tremec
T56 6-speed transmission and other race-spec parts including a Grand Am-spec rollcage. This
was after several attempts to slow the car down- such as a rearend gears change and additional
weight. Powered by Ford's 4. Codenamed Man Racer , the 5. This model features all of the
features of a full race car, from heavily modified suspension to the large aerodynamic parts
which are effective. It also uses a 5. Designed for Drag Strip use, the newer Cobra Jet features a
supercharged 5. Essentially the same car as the FRC, it has a few changes none are
aerodynamic to make it legal for GT4 competition. This one is powered by Ford GT 5. The 5. In
addition to turn key race cars, Ford Racing also offers parts to convert stock Mustangs into race
models. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. For other Ford Mustang models and concepts,
see Ford Mustang variants. Archived from the original on Retrieved Ford Mustang production
models and variants. Hidden categories: CS1 maint: archived copy as title. Namespaces Article
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Add links. It's the biggest snake yet. The
satin-finish snake up front, on the back, and on the sides has grown substantially. It's fitting for
the new GT, which promises to be the quickest and best-handling to date. Under the hood is a
hand-built, supercharged 5. In addition to forced induction supercharging, the GT has a new
Tremec twin-clutch seven-speed automatic transmissionâ€”no manual for and a new rotary
gearshift. Engineers tell us the GT will easily exceed horsepower and lb-ft of torque. Ford is not
releasing exact numbers yet. The car does not go on sale until fall, and engineers will continue
to work on squeezing out every bit of power. In the past they have released specs early and had
to revise them when they coaxed more from the powertrain. They fully expect better numbers
with this one, as well, by fall. The car will do mph in about 3. It is so much quicker than the GT
that it needs hood pins to keep the massively vented composite hood locked down, chief
Mustang engineer Carl Widmann said. The front fenders are also made of composite and are
widened considerably to accommodate the wider tires, but the rear quarters are unchanged,
which allows the tires to peek out a bit one of many things that make it impossible to
homologate the GT for Europe or Japan. The engine had to be lighter and more compact to
avoid a huge dome in the hood impeding the driver's vision. The last GT had a 5. This time
around, "it has to not only go straight but also turn," Widmann said. Everything had to be
engineered to achieve and handle the big performance numbers. There is cross drilling for more
cooling, two large radiators that necessitated doubling the grille area but which results in 50
percent more airflow than the GT To reduce front-end lift from all that air entering the engine
compartment, there's a giant vent in the hoodâ€”it is the largest hood scoop louver Ford has
ever made. A rain tray attaches underneath it to keep the engine pristine, but you need to
remove it for track work. A new oil pan design will keep more oil in the sump in the turns. The
Among production vehicles, it is not far from the Lamborghini Urus with its Ford didn't set out
to break any records; it just happened. They're steel rotors with aluminum centers, and they
feature 20 percent more swept area than on the GT rotors. Carbon-ceramic rotors are not
offered because the steel rotors have no thermal fade issues and the also very pricey carbon
wheels are an even better way of reducing unsprung mass. In back are four 5-inch exhaust tips
and a base spoiler; it gets a Gurney flap if you opt for the Handling package, which also adds
strut mounts that allow for camber adjustment. Track hawks who go for the Carbon Fiber Track
package get the adjustable carbon-fiber GT4 track wing to create rear downforce and the
integrated dive plane splitter wickers in front to reduce lift. All GTs get electronically adjustable
Magneride shocks, with different internal tuning between base and Track Pack cars. The
carbon-fiber package also includes inch carbon-fiber wheels that are 0. Michelin Pilot Sport 4S
is the standard tire. Unique springs and anti-roll bars come with this package, lowering the
suspension slightly. Inside are Recaro seats, and the rear seat is deleted to reduce weight, but
there is a radio and air conditioning. Carbon-fiber trim abounds. On the exterior everything from
the water line up is glossy black, and below that is non-glossy. There is an optional black roof
and, of course, stripes. The Gurney flap, the wing, the splitter-wickers, and the Recaros
retaining the rear seat are all expected to be offered as a la carte options. Owens is certain if
Shelby were still alive, he would choose the model. The GT takes its place as the pinnacle of the
Mustang lineup, now in its sixth generation. Close Ad. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Share
on Facebook Share on Twitter. A beloved classic for the Ford brand, the Ford Mustang Shelby
GT for sale is expected to be the most strapping Mustang model to date. A supercharged 5. With
a robust engine, muscular lines, lavish interior and top speeds of over MPH, the Shelby GT is
expected to take center stage in a world where Dodge and Chevrolet have remained in the
limelight. The Shelby GT is on par to become an instant classic for the iconic automaker after its
anticipated release date in January of There's always the Eleanor Mustang for sale. Starting with

the 5. SVT-designed electronically adjustable dampers and a limited-slip differential help lay the
power down in corners. Downforce-generating add-ons keep it pinned to the track and Recaro
seats hold you snuggly in place. This is a Mustang that revels in the straights while looking to
the corners ahead. Shelby would have thrown it against the best Camaros and Corvettes. The
all-new GT comes into the world as the most powerful street-legal Ford ever built, thanks to its
incredible supercharged 5. Advances in supercharger efficiency allow for massive torque, even
at low RPM. Weight is kept to a minimum by ditching iron cylinder liners. Instead, the piston
rings ride against a thin layer of wire that is deposited by a CNC arc welder. In order to handle
the boost, the head bolts go deeper into the skirt. The heads themselves are CNC ported. They
have larger cooling passages and a taller deck for added strength. Ford has made sure that the
new GT has the right equipment installed to handle all of its power. This includes electronic
power steering unit, light-weight coil springs front and rear , active MagneRide suspension,
custom Ford Performance-spec Michelin Pilot Sport 4S tires, six-piston Brembo brake calipers
and a lot more. Because this beastly Mustang has more power than any of its predecessors, the
Shelby GT interior is breathtaking. The driver is treated to exposed carbon fiber around the 12
inch LCD instrument cluster. The first is the Handling Package that adds adjustable strut top
mount and a spoiler with a Gurney flap. The second is the Carbon Fiber Track Package that
features inch exposed carbon fiber wheels, Michelin Pilot Sport Cup 2 tires, adjustable exposed
carbon fiber GT4 track wing, splitter with dive plane and a rear seat delete. There ya have it, the
new Shelby GT is not only the most powerful street-legal Ford but also the quickest street-legal
Mustang ever. Rare Find!!! Visit for more photos and even custom video tours of our vehicles!
We take trade-ins! We can help arrange financing and nationwide shipping! Scottsdale Ferrari.
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